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1-CAUSES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR.
The Second World War was caused by:
Hitler’s Aims. This was the main reason.
1. To unite German speaking people
2. He wanted lebensraum (living space).
3. He wanted to dominate Europe and the
World.
He almost achieved his objectives, step by step.

German rearmament began in 1932-4. Hitler used his new army to support Franco in the Spanish
Civil War (1936-9). Hitler had used Spain as a practise ground.
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Appeasing: Neville Chamberlain became British Prime Minister, and followed the policy of
appeasing Germany, believing that all Hitler wanted to do was unite German speaking people.

Hitler's conquests: On 13th March, 1938 the German army entered Austria. In March 1939
Germany conquered Czechoslovakia.
Nazi-Soviet Pact (29th August, 1939) – The
Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact: It was a non-aggression
pact between the Soviet Union and Germany.

Democratic powers were passive
1. USA – Isolated
2. France – She could not rely on Britain’s and America’s support. She wanted peace.
3. Britain – Between 1934 and 1937, Britain was sympathetic to German recovery. Between
May 1937 and March 1939, Britain appeased Germany.
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2-SIDES AND LEADERS:
Two sides:
AXIS
The Nazi Germany
Italy
Japan

ALLIES
Great Britain (and its colonies)
France (until its defeat)
Soviet Union (In June 1941)
United States (In December 1941)

The main leaders were:
A) For the allies.
In Great Britain
sir Winston Churchill

Prime Minister of Great Britain during most of the war, from 1940 to 1945, Churchill led Britain
to victory.
In the Soviet Union
Joseph Stalin

Stalin was very brutal Communist dictator of Russia (1928-1953). In the years before World War 2
Stalin murdered or imprisoned almost all of Russia's senior military officers, and millions of other
Russian citizens, in a paranoid and unprecedented wave of political terror.
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In the United States
Franklin Delano Roosevelt

President of the United States of America (1933-1945). He declared war on Japan after the
bombing at Pearl Harbor, but unfortunately he did not live long enough to celebrate the Allies'
victory in September of 1945.
B) For the axis: The main leaders were:
In Germany
Adolf Hitler

He was the leader of Nazi Germany during World War II. Under his leadership, the Nazis sought to
make Germany the most powerful empire in the world and exterminate all they viewed as inferior.
In Italy
Benito Mussolini

Prime minister of Italy (1922-1943). He joined forces with Adolph Hitler to fight the Allied
powers. He was executed by his own people.
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In Japan
Hideki Tojo

Prime minister of Japan (October 1941 - July 1944)

In black, the Axis territories.
In clear grey, the British territories
In dark grey, the Soviet Union.
In white, the neutral countries. U.S.A. entered the war in 1941.
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3- THE COURSE OF THE WAR:

A) War breaks out in Europe
On September 1, 1939, Germany attacked Poland.
France, Britain, and the countries of the
Commonwealth declared war on Germany. On
September 17, 1939 the Soviets launched their own
invasion of Poland. Poland was divided among
Germany and the Soviet Union
German army used the “Blitzkrieg” tactics. This is
the reason of the fast conquests.

Blitzkrieg tactics involve the coordinate use of tanks,
planes and infantry.
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In April, Germany invaded Denmark and Norway.

B) Axis advances
On may 10, 1940, Germany invaded France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Luxembourg. The Netherlands and
Belgium were overrun in a few days. On June 10, Italy
declared war on both France and the United Kingdom.
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Twelve days later France surrendered and was divided into German and Italian occupation zones,
and an unoccupied rump state under the Vichy Regime.

With France neutralised, Germany
began an air superiority campaign
over Britain (the Battle of Britain)
to prepare for an invasion. The
campaign failed and by September
the invasion plans were cancelled.
The Battle of Britain ended the
German advance in Western
Europe.
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At the end of September 1940, the
Tripartite Pact united Japan, Italy, and
Germany. They were the Axis Powers.
In October 1940, Italy invaded Greece
but was repulsed . The Germans soon
intervened to help Italy. The Germans
intervened in the Balkans, by invading
Greece and Yugoslavia.
So, in 1941, almost all Europe was
under Nazi control.

Here, you can see the
maximum extension of this
empire.
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C) The war becomes international
On June 22, 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union. Hitler's objectives were to exterminate
Communism.

After two months of fierce
battles, the German army
almost reached the outer
suburbs of Moscow, where
the exhausted troops were
forced to suspend their
offensive.
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On December 7, 1941, Japan attacked the U.S.A. They attacked the American fleet at Pearl Harbor.

These attacks prompted the allies to declare
war on Japan. Germany and the other
members of the Tripartite Pact responded by
declaring war on the United States.
In 1942, the United States achieved a decisive victory over the Imperial Japanese Navy. (This was
the battle of Midway)

At Midway, in 1942, the
Americans were victorious
over Japan. This was a
decisive victory. Japanese
began to retire.
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In 1942 the Germans had nearly
taken Stalingrad in bitter street
fighting.
But the Soviets began their second
winter counter-offensive, starting
with an encirclement of German
forces at Stalingrad.
By early February 1943, German
troops at Stalingrad surrendered.

The Battle of Stalingrad was the biggest battle in History, in
1942. The Soviet victory meant the Germans began a
withdrawal.
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In 1943, the Western Allies invaded Italy,

On June 6, 1944 (known as D-Day), the Western
Allies invaded northern France.

D) Axis collapse, Allied victory
In February, 1945 the Soviets invaded
Eastern Germany, while Allied forces
crossed the Rhine river. Germany
surrendered to the Soviets on May.
Adolf Hitler commited suicide. His body
was never found.
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In the Pacific theatre, American forces moved towards Japan, taking Iwo Jima by March, and
Okinawa by June. American bombers destroyed Japanese cities, and American submarines cut off
Japanese imports.

But Japan refused to surrender, so the United States dropped atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. On August 15, 1945 Japan surrendered, ending the war.[209]
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4-CONSEQUENCES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR:
Social and economic consequences:
-Destruction and death: Most historians suggest that about 60
million people died in the war, including about 20 million soldiers
and 40 million civilians. Many civilians died because of disease,
starvation, massacres, bombing and deliberate genocide. The
Soviet Union lost around 27 million people during the war.
The Nazis were responsible for The Holocaust, the killing of
approximately six million Jews, as well as two million ethnic
Poles and four million others "unworthy of life" (including the
disabled and mentally ill, Soviet POWs, homosexuals,
Freemasons, Jehovah's Witnesses...) Japanese and Soviets had
concentration camps too.

At the end of the war, millions of refugees were homeless, the European economy had collapsed,
and most of the European industrial infrastructure was destroyed. The Japanese cities were
destroyed too.
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Political consequences:
-The partition of the continent into two blocs:
Communism and Capitalism. “The iron curtain” in
the East Europe.

- The second was the beginning of the decline of the overseas colonial empires, specially those of
Great Britain and France.

- In an effort to maintain international peace, the Allies formed the United Nations, which officially
came into existence on October 24, 1945, and adopted The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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Advances in technology and warfare:
Almost all types of technology were utilized. The most developed sectors were:
• Weaponry; including ships, vehicles, aircraft, artillery, rocketry, small arms, and biological,
chemical and atomic weapons.

• Logistical support; including vehicles necessary for transporting soldiers and supplies, such
as trains, trucks, and aircraft.

• Communications and intelligence; For example RADAR and better maps.

• Medicine; including surgical innovations, chemical medicines, and techniques. For example
DDT, plasma and penicillin.
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5- EXERCISES:
1-Easy questions:
1. A Fascist government ____________________.
a) is led by a dictator having complete power
b) gives power to the people and leaders are elected by the people
c) plans and controls the economy through a single political party
2. Adolf Hitler became the leader of the ______________ in Germany.
a) Friendship Brotherhood (FAD)
b) Totalitarian Party (TP)
c) Communist Socialist Party (CSP)
d) National Socialist Party (Nazi)
3. Hitler ___________ with the Treaty of Versailles.
a) agreed
b) disagreed
4. Hitler ___________ Jews, Communists, and others.
a) liked
b) disliked
5. The Axis Powers wanted __________________.
a) to control the world
b) to fight for freedom of speech
c) to overthrow Hitler and Mussolini
6. Japan took much of __________________.
a) Germany
b) Europe
c) Africa
d) China
7. Francisco Franco was trying to overthrow the _____________ government.
a) German
b) Italian
c) Spanish
d) French
8. German and Italy liked helping Franco because __________________.
a) they gained land
b) they were given a chance to test their new weapons
c) they wanted Spain to join them and become an Axis Power
9. Europeans did not stop Hitler because ________________.
a) his army was too powerful
b) he had better weapons
c) they did not want another war
10. In August of 1939 Hitler signed a treaty with Russia saying _____________.
a) Germany would not take land that belonged to Russia
b) the two nations would never fight each other
c) the two nations would team together to fight Italy
d) Germany would help Russia gain new territories if Russia would supply men for the German
army
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2-Rewrite in the correct order and say the year.
FACT

YEAR

ORDER

Japan attacks the base of Pearl Harbour and the U.S.A. enters the war.
Germany and the Soviet Union invade Poland
D-Day.
Battle of Britain.
The U.S.A. drop the atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Allies win the decisive battles of Midway and Stalingrad.
Germany surrenders to the Soviet Union.
Germany invaded France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
Japan surrenders.
3-Fill the gaps:
The Second World War began in 1939, when Germany invaded _______.
The decisive battles in the Second World War were ________ in Russia, and ______ in the Pacific
Ocean, in 1942.
Blitzkrieg involves the coordinate use of _____, _______ and infantry.
In 1941, the Nazi Germany controlled almost all ________.
In 1941, Germany attacked.
The U.S.A. dropped the _______ ____ in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
On the D-Day, the _____ invaded _____.
4-True or false?
SENTENCE
Germany and Japan surrendered at the same time.
Germans and Russians fought at the battle of Stalingrad.
The U.S.A. were the first country which used the atomic bomb.
The battle of Stalingrad was the greatest battle in all History.
Great Britain surrendered in 1944.
The “Allies” were Britain, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.
60 million people died during the Second World War.
Adolf Hitler was a Jewish leader.
Great Britain and France lost their overseas colonies.
Hitler and Mussolini formed the European Union.
Only Germany had concentration camps.
Japan planes bombed Los Angeles and New York.
Hitler was judged and imprisoned. He died in 1973.
After the war, Europe was divided between communists and capitalists.
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TRUE FALSE

5-In this map, colour in red, the nations conquered by Germany in 1941
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6-Draw a comic: In these table, draw a comic with the basic moments in the WWII:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Germany invades Poland.
Germany invades Nederlands, Belgium and France using “Blitzkrieg” tactics.
The British resist. They win the Battle of Britain. (Air battle)
Germany invades the U.S.S.R.
Japan attacks Pearl Harbour.
The Soviet Union defeats the Germans at Stalingrad.
The Americans defeat Japan at Midway. (Naval battle)
D-Day. (Americans attack Germany in France)
The atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

7-Now, stick here four pictures of the Second World War. Write a title for them. You can use
photocopies, but don't draw them.
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8-D-Day
D-Day is a military term that
refers to the basic date and time
from which an important event,
usually an attack, could be
scheduled.
The D-Day was June 6, 1944,
during World War II, when Allied
forces landed in Normandy,
France.
In the early morning of June 6,
thousands of Allied paratroopers
landed behind enemy lines,
securing key roads and bridges on
the flanks of the invasion area. As the sun rose on the Normandy coastline, the Allies began their
amphibious landings, traveling to the beaches in small landing craft lowered from the decks of
larger ships anchored in the Channel. The attack on four of the beaches went according to plan. But
at Omaha Beach between Utah and Gold, the bravery and determination of the U.S. 1st Infantry
Division was tested in one of the fiercest battles of the war.

Observations: Make a list of what you see in this picture.
__________________________ ___________________________
__________________________ ___________________________
__________________________ ____________________________
__________________________ ____________________________
Conclusions:
Based upon the picture
1. What was D-Day?
____________________________________________________________________
2. When did D-Day occur?
____________________________________________________________________
3. What do you think the men in this picture are doing?
____________________________________________________________________
4. What were the paratroopers trying to do?
____________________________________________________________________
5. Name one cause of WWII?

____________________________________________________________
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9-The atom bomb:
On August 6th, 1945 the world's first atom bomb was dropped on the
Japanese City of Hiroshima. The Atom bomb was dropped by an
American B-29 bomber.
The bomb dropped on Nagasaki on August 9th 1945 was called Fat Man. It was an
implosion-type fission bomb that used plutonium.
The atom bomb was described by a Japanese journalist as a glaring pink light in the
sky that burned peoples’ eyes out. Anyone within a mile of the explosion from the
atom bomb became a bundle of smoking black charcoal within seconds. About 90,000140,000 people were killed. Those who were still alive writhed in agony from their
burns. The atom bomb obliterated more than 4 sq miles and there was very heavy
damage outside that area.
Three days later the USA dropped another atom bomb on Nagaski. About 60,000- 80,000
people were killed by this atom bomb.
On August 14 Japan surrendered and World War II was finally over.

QUESTIONS
1. When was the first bomb dropped?
2. Which city was it dropped on?
3. What was the nickname given to the bomb?
4. How did a Japanese journalist describe the bomb?
5. What happened to anyone living within a mile of the explosion?
6. How many people were killed immediately?
7. What do you think the word “obliterated” means?
8. Which city was the second to suffer?
9. When did this happen?
10. Why do you think Japan surrendered?
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10-Why did they drop the bomb?
When Harry Truman the American president heard of the
bombing he said "This is the greatest thing in history". But even
now people are still dying of the effects of the Atomic Bomb.
These effects are so awful it is necessary to ask the question
"Why did they drop the bomb when the war was so nearly
over?”
The Americans had pushed Japan out of all the land they had
occupied in the Pacific region. In Europe, Hitler had been
defeated. So why did the Americans drop the bomb?
Below are 4 possible reasons:
1)The Americans believed Japan would never surrender. If the
bomb had not been dropped thousands of American lives could
have been lost in an invasion of Japan
2)The Bomb had cost a lot of money to develop and the Americans wanted to use it. The
bomb cost $2000 million. It would have been difficult to justify not using after such as
vast financial investment
3)The Japanese had been very cruel to prisoners of War. Some Americans thought they
deserved to be taught a lesson.
4)The USA wanted to show how much stronger it was than the USSR (Russia) which it did
not trust.
QUESTIONS
Look at the 4 reasons above. Imagine you are President Truman in the White
House. You are listening to your advisers.
Write out the reasons in the order you consider most important for America.

Some of these reasons are short term and some are long term. Write S or L
beside each one.
Now imagine you are against the dropping of the bomb.
Look at each reason in turn and write down an argument against it, which you
hope will stop the bombing.
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6-GLOSSARY:
Appeasing: Apaciguamiento. Búsqueda de la paz.
Ally: Aliado.
Among: Entre.
Axis: Eje.
Bomber: Bombardero (Avión diseñado para bombardear objetivos en tierra)
Both: Ambos.
Campaign: Campaña. (Una campaña es una serie de batallas)
Civilian: Civil.
Commonwealth: Se refiere a los países que son semi-dependientes del Reino Unido, como
Australia, Canadá, India, Sudáfrica... Tienen lazos económicos comunes.
Conquest: Conquista.
Counter-offensive. Contraofensiva, contraataque.
Effort: Esfuerzo.
Encirclement: Cerco.
Enough: Suficiente.
Fierce: Fiero, salvaje.
Fleet: Flota.
Ground: Suelo, terreno. Practise ground: Campo de entrenamiento.
Historians: Historiadores.
Homeless: Sin techo. (Literalmente, sin casa)
Infantry: Infantería, soldados a pie.
Isolated: Aislado/a.
Leadership: Liderazgo.
Nearly: Casi.
Outer: Exterior, externo.
Overseas: Ultramarino. Se refiere a las colonias de África y Asia.
Own: Propio/a.
Policy: Política.
POW: Prisoners Of War. Prisioneros de guerra.
Recovery: Recuperación.
Refugee: Refugiado.
Rump state: Estado títere. (En este caso, el régimen de Vichy, dependiente de Alemania)
Senior: Experto, con experiencia, mayor.
Surgical: Quirúrgico.
Sympathetic: Comprensivo/a.
Towards: Hacia.
Troops: Tropas.
Unprecedented: Sin precedentes.
Unworthy: No merecedores.
Warfare: Guerra. (En general, como concepto)
Wave: Ola.
Weaponry: Armamento.
Withdrawal: Retirada.
Verbs:
To achieve: Conseguir.
To break out: Estallar (en este caso, la guerra). Tiene otros significados según contexto.
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To conquer: Conquistar.
To follow: Seguir.
To involve: Implicar.
To launch: Lanzar.
To lead/led/led: Liderar.
To murder: Asesinar.
To overrun: Superar (En este caso, militarmente)
To prompt: Promover.
To refuse: Rehusar.
To repulse: Repeler
To rely: Contar con, confiar.
To seek, sought, sought: Buscar.
To support: Apoyar.
To surrender: Rendirse.
To view: Contemplar.
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